F rom their humble beginnings 25 years ago, microprocessors have proliferated into an astounding range of chips, powering devices ranging from telephones to supercomputers. Today, microprocessors for personal computers get widespread attention-and have enabled Intel to become the world's largest semiconductor maker. In addition, embedded microprocessors are at the heart of a diverse range of devices that have become staples of consumers worldwide.
Microprocessors have become specialized in many ways. Those for desktop computers fall into classes based on their instruction set architectures: either x86, the primary surviving complex instruction set computing (CISC) architecture, or one of the five major reduced instruction set computing (RISC) architectures-PA-RISC, Mips, Sparc, Alpha, and PowerPC. Such chips typically integrate few functions other than cache memory and bus interfaces with the processor but usually include a floating-point unit and memory management unit.
Embedded microprocessors, on the other hand, typically do not have floating-point or memory management units but often integrate various peripheral functions with the processor to reduce system cost. This makes them more application specific, leading to a massive proliferation of devices characterized not only by their processor's instruction set and core CPU performance but also by their on-chip peripherals.
Digital signal processors (DSPs) are the most specialized embedded microprocessors. Designed for real-time processing of digitized analog signals, these processors have unique instruction sets and other architectural features that give them high performance for a relatively narrow range of tasks. Recently, a new class of DSPs, called media processors, has emerged to handle audio, video, graphics, and communication tasks in multimedia PCs.
Although the desktop computer market tends to discard old processors in just a few years, many processors survive for an amazingly long time in the embedded market. Personal computers have moved from 8-to 16-bit and now to 32-bit processors, and many workstations and servers are already using 64-bit microprocessors. In the embedded market, however, even 4-bit microprocessors continue to sell well, and 8-bit devices lead in volume. Figure 1 shows the changes in market share for 32-and 64-bit microprocessors over the past five years. Driven by the success of the PC, the x86 architecture has dominated. Motorola's 68000 has held a strong secondplace position in units (though not in dollars), with the embedded market as its stronghold. Hitachi's SuperH has come from nowhere to take third place, while other architectures have much more modest positions. As the dramatic changes during this period show, market share can be quite turbulent among these second-tier embedded processors.
There are far more microprocessors available for sale today than it would be possible to describe, even briefly, in an article such as this. The current market includes more than 50 surviving instruction set architectures, hundreds of different implementations, and thousands of minor variations. Rather than attempting to be comprehensive, I will focus on a selection of the leading-edge microprocessors and issues in each market segment.
Dividing up the market
Microprocessors for personal computers get the most public attention because the performance and compatibility of PCs depend on the microprocessors at their cores. In recent years, PC microprocessors have become so high profile that a bug of minor significance in Intel's Pentium proces-sor captured headlines in the mainstream press for months. Microprocessor commercials even appear on prime-time television. Embedded applications, on the other hand, have a fixed complement of software, so the microprocessor inside is of relatively little interest to the consumer.
PC microprocessors are also a major profit area in the microprocessor business. PCs are the only application so far that uses expensive microprocessors-typically costing $75 to $500-in volumes of tens of millions per year. Embedded applications use far more processors-literally billions per year-but most of them are very low cost devices, selling for under $5, with thin profit margins. Some embedded applications use processors in the same price range as PCs, but they are very low volume-often only thousands of units per year. Today, even among 32-bit embedded processors, more than 60 chips sell for less than $40 and some for less than $10.
Microprocessors for PCs generate far more profit than embedded processors for two reasons. First, because the PC is the most expensive device to use a microprocessor in high volume, PC makers can afford more expensive processors. When coupled with large amounts of DRAM, disk drives, and CRT displays that cost hundreds of dollars each, even a relatively expensive microprocessor does not dominate system cost. Second, the overwhelming importance of software compatibility in the PC market has enabled Intel to achieve tremendous control over the PC microprocessor market. With no close competitors, Intel can enforce much higher profit margins than makers of embedded microprocessors, which must compete in a field where instruction set compatibility commands less value.
Unix workstations constitute the high-performance segment of the desktop computer market. (I use the term desktop computer as a shorthand for a single-user, general-purpose computer; in this context, it includes deskside and portable systems as well as true desktops, workstations as well as PCs, and even many servers.) The workstation market has some of the same attributes as the PC market, in that application software compatibility with previous-generation systems is of great importance. There are two big differences, however. First, the total Unix workstation market, in units, is less than 1% of the PC market, and second, performance is more important than price. As a result, microprocessors for workstations are typically designed with performance as a higher priority than price.
This digression into business issues is necessary for any comprehensive discussion of the microprocessor industry, because these issues have a pervasive effect on microprocessor design and manufacturing. Companies such as Intel and Motorola fund leading-edge manufacturing plants for logic devices with the high profits they make (or hope to make) supplying microprocessors for desktop computers. In contrast, makers of embedded processors generally get by with lower cost manufacturing processes and depreciated fabrication plants. The divergent characters of the embedded and PC microprocessor markets also drives the evolution of instruction set architectures: New architectures find relatively easy entry into the embedded market, while desktop processor makers go to great lengths to stick with dominant architectures.
Economics have had a huge effect on microprocessors designed for workstations. Because they are built in much lower volumes than PC microprocessors, their amortized design cost per unit is much greater. Such processors have survived primarily because they enable system businesses that produce far more revenue (and profit) than would the sale of a comparable number of microprocessors. This economic reality has led to large workstation makers designing nearly all of today's workstation-specific microprocessors, with chip companies playing little more than a foundry role. As microprocessors for PCs have increased in speed, they have reached a performance level that makes them suitable for much of the workstation market. This factor, combined with the emergence of Microsoft's Windows NT as a viable alternative to Unix as a workstation operating system, is leading to a convergence of the technology for PCs with that for workstations. Ultimately, this convergence will threaten the survival of some of the workstation processor architectures.
The battle for the desktop
Two operating systems account for the vast majority of desktop computer use today: Microsoft Windows (in its various versions) and Macintosh. IBM's OS/2 is in third place, and Unix is a distant fourth. Windows' popularity has given Intel's x86 architecture a preeminent position, while the Macintosh has established PowerPC as the only RISC architecture with a significant share of the desktop market. Even so, the Mac's share is modest-around 8%-and shows no signs of increasing.
Nearly every maker of RISC microprocessors has dreamed of capturing part of the x86 architecture's high-volume market. The first to try was Sun, which hoped to repeat the PC industry phenomenon by making its Sparc-based workstations, running Sun's version of Unix, an openly licensed stan- dard. This effort failed miserably for at least two reasons. First, Unix was, and is, unsuitable for a mass-market operating system because of its complexity, its resource requirements, and its lack of personal productivity applications. Second, Sun was never willing to let Sun-compatible system makers operate unrestrained, for fear of the effect that might have on Sun's own hardware business. The most recent architecture to aim at the desktop market is Alpha, Digital's home-brewed replacement for the Mips architecture. Digital wholeheartedly embraced Windows NT and has the benefit of owning its own systems business, including a PC business. But Windows NT is only now approaching the maturity that will enable it to become a mainstream operating system; and DRAM prices are only now becoming low enough to render Windows NT's additional memory requirement insignificant.
Until now, Digital has used Alpha's outstanding performance to sell very fast systems at premium prices-a nice niche business, but hardly a factor in the PC market. Next year, Digital plans to begin moving down into high-end PCs, setting the stage for an eventual attack on the mainstream PC market. It is a long shot for Alpha to capture a significant mainstream role, but at least it can't be counted out yet.
It is in this light that PowerPC's position in the Windows NT market appears so weak. PowerPC processors are not nearly as fast as the Alpha chips and don't offer a significant performance advantage over Intel processors, leaving them between a rock and a hard place. Customers looking for safety and compatibility choose Intel; those seeking maximum performance on a small set of applications are drawn to Alpha. This leaves few for whom PowerPC would be a compelling choice.
The staying power of the PowerPC backers is the architecture's key strength. If a future generation of chips is much stronger than today's, the architecture could end up head to head with Alpha in an attempt to capture the number two position in the Windows NT market.
This leaves Hewlett-Packard's PA-RISC as the only RISC architecture whose owner never attempted to use it in an attack on Intel's market share. This may have been an excellent decision, considering the fate of companies that have tried. HP is now engaged with Intel in a joint development project that will lead to a new architecture around 1998. The architecture, called IA-64 and to be first implemented in a chip code-named Merced, will provide backward compatibility with both x86 and PA-RISC programs. Having built a large computer business around its architecture, HP has found no compelling reason to spend billions of dollars on fabrication facilities and chip designs to provide processors for these systems. Thus, it has joined future paths with Intel. Table 1 shows the companies backing each of the architectures for general-purpose computers. (Not shown are licensed implementations; for example, Cyrix has licensed its x86 processor designs to IBM Microelectronics and SGSThomson.) Although there has been a mad rush to sign up licensees, it has turned out to be relatively insignificant; the owners and primary backers of each architecture determine its fate.
Pentium dominates computing today
Intel's Pentium processor series dominates today's desktop computer market. Depending on clock speed, this chip spans a price range (in quantities of 1,000) from about $75 to just over $500, putting it at the appropriate price points for most PCs. Although early Pentium processors provided little advantage over 486 chips, Intel's aggressive promotion of Pentium and rapid increase in the chip's clock speed enabled it to sweep the desktop market by the end of 1995 and the notebook market in the first half of 1996.
Following a familiar pattern in the microprocessor industry-but at an accelerated pace-Intel has twice moved Pentium to a new process technology. The initial chips, codenamed P5, were built in 0.8-micron BiCMOS and ran at 60 and 66 MHz. These chips were power hungry, and Intel phased them out before Pentium began its move into the mainstream PC market. The next version, the P54C, shrank the design to 0.6-micron BiCMOS and enabled clock rates of 75 to 120 MHz. This version also cut the supply voltage to 3.3 V and added dynamic power management circuitry. To keep system design relatively easy, however, Intel has held the system bus speed at 60 or 66 MHz. Because of this, there is a huge gap between increasing core CPU speeds and the bandwidth of the external bus, which provides access to the level-two cache as well as to main memory. This reduces the benefit of faster core speeds; the 200-MHz Pentium has a typical performance gain of less than 10% over the 166-MHz chip. Power consumption has also crept up to uncomfortable levels as the clock speed has increased, keeping the 166-MHz and faster chips out of portable systems.
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Intel will mitigate these problems early next year with a new version of Pentium, code-named the P55C and implemented in 0.28-micron CMOS. By doubling the size of the on-chip cache, Intel estimates that the miss rate will decrease 20 to 40% on typical Windows applications, mitigating the performance loss from the relatively slow external bus. The P55C will also include pipeline enhancements to boost its per-clock performance, as well as the MMX instruction set extensions for multimedia (described later).
The P55C will mark Intel's shift away from the BiCMOS process technology of earlier Pentiums. The 0.28-micron (drawn gate size) process enables Intel to reduce the supply voltage from 3.3 to 2.8 V, which significantly reduces power consumption. At this low voltage, however, bipolar transistors offer little benefit, making the extra process steps of BiCMOS unjustified. The supply voltage reduction will make higher clock rates practical for portable systems and will simplify cooling in desktop systems.
Intel's new frontier: Pentium Pro
The Pentium design uses a simple, restrictive approach to superscalar operation. Its two pipelines do not operate entirely independently; when one stalls, the other must stop as well, so no out-of-order execution is allowed. Furthermore, the floating-point unit is not autonomous but relies on the integer pipelines, so integer and floating-point instructions cannot execute in parallel.
Intel's most recent microprocessor design, Pentium Pro (P6), takes a far more aggressive approach to deliver more performance per clock cycle while also enabling higher clock speeds. Figure 2 shows the processor's block diagram.
The Pentium Pro design completely decouples instruction dispatch and execution, translating x86 instructions into internal micro-operations, not unlike traditional microcode instructions. These micro-ops then pass to a 40-entry reorder buffer, where they are stored until any required operands are available. From there, they are issued to a 20-entry reservation station, which queues them until the needed execution unit is free. This design allows micro-ops to execute out of order, making it easier to keep parallel execution resources busy. At the same time, the fixed-length micro-ops are easier to handle in the speculative, out-of-order core than complex, variable-length x86 instructions.
To enable high clock speeds, Pentium Pro is very deeply pipelined (also called superpipelined). Because the reservation station represents an elastic element, the pipeline does not have a fixed number of stages, but the minimum number of clock cycles for an instruction to complete is 12. Cache access and instruction decoding are each split across two and one-half clock cycles.
To push Pentium Pro performance as high as possible, Intel designed a special level-two cache chip that is mounted in the same package with the CPU chip. The connections between the CPU and the cache chip are point to point and don't leave the package, which enables Intel to use nonstandard voltage levels and achieve high data rates. The level-two cache chip, which Intel makes in both 256-and 512-Kbyte versions, delivers 64 bits per clock cycle, even with CPU clock speeds up to 200 MHz.
This cache strategy was effective in bringing Pentium Pro to market with performance numbers that sent shock waves through the planning departments of most RISC microprocessors makers. As Figure 3 shows, at its introduction Pentium Pro exceeded the SPECint95 performance of all shipping RISC microprocessors. This position didn't last long, however, as Intel has gone more than a year without either increasing clock speed or introducing a new microarchitecture. Each of Intel's RISC competitors has done one or both. As Figure 4 shows, Pentium Pro is even further behind the RISCs when it comes to floating-point performance.
In the long run, however, Intel doesn't want to devote half its fab capacity to relatively low-margin SRAMs; it has been working with SRAM makers to provide industry-standard memory chips for future versions of the P6. In particular, Intel has disclosed plans for the P6 series' second member, codenamed Klamath, which will use external SRAMs running at half the processor's clock speed for the level-two cache and will implement the MMX instruction set extensions. Intel intends Klamath, due in the first half of 1997, to be the P6 chip that drives that architecture into mainstream systems.
Going after Intel directly
RISC microprocessor makers have tried to take some of Intel's market share by leveraging their superior instruction sets to produce faster and less expensive processors. This has proven a very difficult game, however, due primarily to the enormous software barriers that new architectures in the desktop market face.
Other microprocessors. Table 2 summarizes the key features of today's most important x86 microprocessors. AMD has a long history as an alternative supplier of x86 microprocessors. The company was a licensed alternate source of Intel's 8086 and 286 microprocessors, but the technology exchange agreement between the two companies broke down into a bitter and drawn-out arbitration. As a result, Intel never transferred its 386 or later technology to AMD. Instead, AMD entered the 386 and 486 markets by reverse-engineering Intel's chips. This involved extracting the circuit designs, making minor modifications (such as for static rather than dynamic operation), and producing new physical layouts tuned for AMD's process technology.
This path proved successful in that it enabled AMD to continue supplying microprocessors to the PC industry. However, it offered AMD little opportunity for differentiation and no chance of catching up with Intel's performance level. AMD couldn't even begin its reverse-engineering and reimplementation process until Intel shipped a product.
AMD therefore decided to create an entirely independent design, taking from the Intel chips only the instruction set (for software compatibility) and the bus interface and pinout (for system interface compatibility). After several delays, the K5 reached the market, but without delivering the anticipated performance level. The chip was supposed to deliver performance 30% higher than an Intel Pentium processor at the same clock rate. Instead, it barely matched Intel's per-clock performance on Windows application benchmarks, despite a much more complex design and a 30% greater transistor count.
As of October 1996, AMD had been unable to make the chip run faster than 100 MHz, while Intel was shipping Pentiums at up to 200 MHz. This failing relegated AMD to the low end of the PC microprocessor business, leaving little profit for a chip as large as the K5 (see Table 2 ). At the same time, the 486 market had largely dried up, and what remained was priced in the $20-30 range, leaving AMD no significant older products to fall back on.
AMD recently released an improved version of the K5 design that eliminates bottlenecks and reaches the originally targeted performance levels. At 100 MHz, it delivers performance equivalent to a 133-MHz Pentium, moving AMD into the midrange Pentium market.
AMD's big opportunity, however, depends on the K6-a design that started life as the NexGen 686, which AMD bought NexGen to obtain. Like the Pentium Pro and K5, the K6 uses a decoupled decode/execute design in which x86 instructions are first decoded into internal, RISC-like operations. AMD also is adding the MMX instruction set extensions. As the K5 design has shown, though, the devil is in the details: A design's effectiveness depends on a multitude of subtle design issues, any one of which can become a performance-limiting bottleneck. On paper, the K6 looks good, but until AMD ships its first K6 samples, due by the end of 1996, how well it performs will remain an unknown.
Unlike AMD, Cyrix designed its own x86 cores from the start. The company started with a low-end 486-class core, December 1996 37 which it leveraged into a range of products from the 386SX-pin-compatible 486SLC to a 486DX2. Cyrix abandoned these products at the end of 1995, however, as it began the switch to its Pentium-class core, code-named the M1 and officially called the 6x86. This chip delivers impressive performance per clock cycle: At 133 MHz, for example, it outperforms a 166-MHz Pentium on common Windows application benchmarks. Rather than using the complex decoupled decode/execute approach of Pentium Pro and the K5, the 6x86 extends Pentium's relatively straightforward dualpipeline approach with additional features that enable both pipelines to run concurrently more often. If Cyrix had access to Intel's leading-edge process technology, its chips might match Intel's Pentium clock rates. But as things stand, Cyrix uses 0.44-micron CMOS technology to compete against Intel's 0.35-micron chips. That Cyrix can beat Intel's Pentium performance even with this handicap is a testament to the efficiency of its design.
Like AMD, Cyrix will move to a next-generation design in early 1997 that will be key to its future success. Code-named the M2, this chip is based on the 6x86 core but adds a much larger 64-Kbyte cache and other performance enhancements, as well as the MMX instruction set extensions.
In 1997, makers of leading-edge PCs will be able to use Intel's P55C or P6-series chips, AMD's K6, or Cyrix's M2. Intel is all but guaranteed the lion's share of the market, but AMD and Cyrix have the opportunity to gain a minority share big enough to be quite significant for them-if they execute well.
By the end of 1997, however, there may be other competitors to contend with. Texas Instruments has a long-pending effort to develop its own x86 CPU core; at least four start-ups in the United States are working on x86 microprocessors; and semiconductor makers in Korea and Japan are probably considering similar efforts as well.
The pursuit of speed
In the never-ending pursuit of maximum performance, microprocessor makers have followed a variety of strategies. In each case, designers must make countless judgment calls-generally backed by simulations-on myriad design options, hoping to make the best use of transistor budgets. Table 3 summarizes the key characteristics of today's highest performance microprocessors.
Perhaps the most fundamental trade-off is between doing lots of work in each clock cycle-which tends to generate complex designs with limited clock rates-or streamlining the design as much as possible in pursuit of maximum clock speed. Sun's SuperSparc is a notable example of a chip that pushed complexity too far, giving up too much in clock rate to justify the per-clock efficiency. Sun remedied this in its 38 IEEE Micro Current status Digital has been the most successful proponent of the maximum clock speed approach. The company plans to ship 500-MHz processors this year, while most other vendors' chips will be at 200 to 250 MHz. Digital's Alpha 21164 does deliver the industry's best performance, but not by as big a margin as the high clock speed would indicate. As part of the speed/complexity trade-off, it has among the industry's worst performance per clock cycle. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the 21164.
Cache strategy is another area where many approaches are possible. Here again, Digital stands out from the pack, with the only microprocessor with a two-level cache on chip. Separate 8-Kbyte first-level instruction and data caches enable single-cycle access even at high clock rates. A slower 96-Kbyte second-level cache provides faster access than could an external cache. Typical 21164 system designs have an external level-three cache.
Intel's Pentium Pro has the smallest on-chip caches of any high-performance processor: a mere 8 Kbytes each for instructions and data. This is because the custom-designed leveltwo cache chip (described earlier) is mounted in the same package as the processor and can deliver near onchip speeds. Most other high-performance processors have on-chip level-one caches of either 16 or 32 Kbytes each for instructions and data. HP's 7300LC has the largest caches, at 64 Kbytes each.
All of today's high-performance microprocessors are superscalar; most issue four instructions per clock cycle. One exception is Intel's Pentium Pro. Its x86 instruction set encodes more functions into each instruction, so it reaches comparable performance levels (on integer code) decoding only three instructions per clock cycle. Pentium Pro must deal with the additional complexity of the x86's variable-length instructions, which make parallel decoding considerably more challenging. It also has an additional block of logic to convert complex x86 instructions into multiple internal instructions. RISC architectures make no such distinction between external and internal instructions.
Most high-performance microprocessors support some degree of out-of-order execution to keep the entire machine from stalling when one instruction stalls. Digital's 21164 designers, in pursuit of high clock speed, provided minimal out-of-order support, allowing reordering of load operations only. Sun likewise avoided the complexity of out-of-order operation. Others allow from 16 to 56 instructions to execute out of order.
Other microarchitectural features for which designers have chosen different strategies include the size of translation look-aside buffers, the complexity of the branch prediction algorithm, and the size of the branch history table. As for external interfaces, 64-or 128-bit-wide data buses are universal, and the fastest devices tend to provide a dedicated bus connected to an external level-two cache. Figure 6 shows how today's leading high-performance microprocessors allocate transistors. Digital's 21164, with nearly 10 million transistors, is the biggest chip overall, but Pentium Pro, with its more complex instruction set, has more than twice as many logic transistors. The figure shows that high-end processors today typically have CPU cores with 2 to 4 million transistors devoted to logic. The number of transistors devoted to memory ranges from less than 1 million to more than 6 million.
Extending instruction sets for multimedia
Although the gulf in instruction set design style between the x86 and RISC camps remains, they do agree on one point: Modest extensions to the instruction set can significantly improve multimedia performance. A small increase in die area delivers a significant boost in performance for functions such as MPEG encoding and decoding, audio synthesis, image processing, and modems.
At the heart of most vendors' multimedia extensions are single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) operations. By taking a 64-bit ALU and allowing the carry chain to be broken at various points, essentially the same amount of logic can perform two 32-bit operations, four 16-bit operations, or eight 8-bit operations, all in parallel. One complication is that multiple carry bits are not available. Fortunately, however, most signal-processing operations benefit from saturation arithmetic. Instead of rolling over and setting the carry bit, saturation arithmetic sets the result at the minimum or maximum value. Most multimedia extensions add saturation arithmetic as an option. Other common additions are instructions for multiply-add and data element packing and unpacking.
HP was the first to add such extensions to its RISC architecture, but HP's instructions are quite simple. Sun offers the most comprehensive set of extensions in its VIS (Visual Instruction Set), implemented in UltraSparc. Sun's extensions include some relatively complex instructions, such as pixel distance, in addition to the simpler SIMD operations.
The most widely discussed, though not yet shipped, set of extensions is Intel's MMX, which will appear next year in the P55C and Klamath processors. Both AMD and Cyrix will offer MMX-compatible extensions next year as well. Intel estimates that the performance of MMX-enhanced code will be from 1.4 times better for MPEG video decoding to more than 4 times better for still-image processing (such as Adobe Photoshop filtering). Of course, most programs won't benefit at all, and compilers don't use MMX-programmers must handcraft the code to realize the benefits.
The Mips and Alpha camps recently announced their own multimedia extensions, leaving PowerPC as the only popular architecture not to follow suit. This is ironic, since PowerPC's primary user-Apple-focuses on multimedia, and one of the PowerPC's predecessors-Motorola's ill-fated 88110-had a set of graphics instruction set extensions.
Media processors enter the fray
General-purpose microprocessors can improve their handling of multimedia data types through instruction set extensions, but there are compelling reasons to use a separate processor for these tasks. DSP-like architectures provide multiple operand data paths, very-long-instruction-word-like arrangements, and other special features that make them fast but often hard to program. With these characteristics, a given silicon area can deliver much greater performance on signalprocessing applications than could an equal area in an extended general-purpose architecture.
DSP chips are not new; indeed, they are at the heart of most modems, cellular phones, disk drives, and countless other devices. They have had little success in PCs, however, because they aren't well optimized for the PC environment. However, several companies are now making media processors carefully designed for PCs. These chips typically have PCI bus interfaces, integrated codecs or codec interfaces, and graphics engines that provide compatibility with legacy PC display controller standards (such as VGA). Most importantly, makers of these PC media processors also provide driver software that enables applications to communicate with the chips via Microsoft's DirectX application programming interfaces (APIs). Thus, programmers need not customize application programs for each hardware design.
Today, a start-up company called Chromatic Research (Sunnyvale, Calif.) is the closest to shipping such a media processor. Like many pioneering microprocessor companies of recent times, Chromatic Research is fabless. LG Semicon and Toshiba manufacture and sell the chips, while Chromatic sells the software that makes them work. Chromatic's Mpact media processor can perform not only 2D and 3D graphics rendering but also MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 decompression, MPEG-1 compression, teleconferencing, 33-Kbps fax/ modem, and audio synthesis. Philips has its own media processor, TriMedia; Samsung, Mitsubishi, IBM, and others have media processors in the works.
Whether these media processors have a long-term role in PCs remains a subject of controversy. From Intel's perspective, there is room for only one programmable processor in a system. In this view, functions that require hardware acceleration-such as 3D rendering-are best performed by fixedfunction accelerators. In time, as the PC's central processor becomes faster, less opportunity will remain for media processors. In the near term, though, there appears to be a clear opportunity for such processors to boost PC capabilities for a modest incremental cost.
Embedded processors enable digital consumer electronics
Embedded microprocessors rarely bask in public attention or earn huge profits, but manufacturers produce them in enormous volume and in great diversity. Because software compatibility is not as driving a force as in the desktop market, the embedded market allows more architectures to survive.
Early embedded microprocessor applications were control oriented: Traffic-light and elevator controllers are the classic examples. As microprocessor performance increased, the range of tasks that processors can handle broadened. The vast majority of embedded applications don't demand any more performance than low-cost 8-bit-or even 4-bit-processors offer. Figure 7 shows that, as a result, the bulk of the volume remains with these older devices, which continue to evolve by adding more on-chip peripherals and memory. Ancient 4-bit processors have remained surprisingly popular, but new designs rarely use them because low-end 8-bit devices have dropped to very low prices and are easier to program. Even so, 4-bit chips-long considered obsolete by most observers-are only now beginning to fade away and will continue shipping more than a billion units per year through the end of the decade.
Some automotive engine controllers, as well as disk and network cards for PCs, use 16-bit embedded processors. (Note that Figure 7 defines 16-bit processors by their external bus width, so it includes in this category many chips with 32-bit internal designs.) Many of these applications are moving to the 32-bit level as application demands increase and 32-bit processor prices drop. In the long run, 8-bit embedded processors will continue to serve the most cost-sensitive applications, while most others gravitate toward 32-bit processors, leaving little room for other sizes.
The most exciting application area for embedded processors is digital consumer electronics. Digital control came to hi-fi equipment years ago, replacing knobs and dials with push buttons and displays. Video cassette recorders gave the microprocessor more sophisticated control functions, but poor user interfaces left most users unwilling to invest the time to learn the new functions. Digital answering machines and compact disc players put the microprocessor in the signal path, marking the beginning of the end of tape for audio storage. Later this year, DVD technology will move video into the digital domain as well.
Video games-which are actually limited-function computers-are the highest volume non-PC applications for 32-bit processors today. Sega's success with its Saturn and Genesis video games, which use Hitachi's SH series processors, has catapulted this relatively recent RISC processor to the third highest volume 32-bit architecture, behind only the venerable x86 and 68000. Sony's PlayStation uses a 32-bit Mips processor, and one video game-the Nintendo 64-uses a 64-bit Mips processor.
Electronic organizers and personal digital assistants (PDAs) are promising application categories for 32-bit embedded processors. Figure 8 (next page) shows one example of a processor designed for such applications. Today's organizers are truly embedded applications; little or no third-party software is available for them. PDAs such as Apple's Newton, on the other hand, are new computing platforms and do depend on third-party software. So far, the success of organizers has been limited to low-cost, limited-function devices, while more-capable PDAs have been successful only in vertical markets. As the technology develops, however, handheld computing devices could become an even bigger industry (in units) than personal computers. Microsoft's new Windows CE will give this application category a big boost.
Internet opens new opportunities
The Internet-in particular the World Wide Web-is creating new classes of consumer computing devices. In fact, it could make PDAs far more compelling, once devices with larger, more readable screens are available. The Web makes vast amounts of information available, significantly increasing the value of a computing device to the average consumer. Early PDA makers hoped to build their own networks and services to offer information such as city guides and restaurant reviews; the Web will do a far better job of providing this content with virtually no investment by the device makers.
While a large-screen PDA might make a great Web access device, it won't be cost-effective until there are major price/performance advances in color flat-panel displays. In the near term, many companies are building Web terminals that connect to televisions for display. WebTV is one company leading the pack in this arena. Its device, built by licensees, uses a Mips R4000-derivative processor created by design-house-turned-fabless-chip-maker Quantum Effect Design (Santa Clara, Calif.). The Web is becoming a central information resource that could eliminate printed phone books and newspaper classified ads; provide customer service and order-processing links to businesses of all kinds; and eventually become a primary delivery mechanism for news and entertainment. As this happens, Web access devices could become a major new class of embedded microprocessor applications.
Advocates of PCs have reacted to Web terminals, not surprisingly, with scorn and derision. After all, they represent a potentially major threat to future PC market growth. If the Web achieves its potential, however, the reality is that easyto-use, minimum-cost devices that focus on Web access will be successful.
This trend is significant for microprocessor makers, because it breaks the application-software stranglehold the x86 architecture has had on the PC market. A Web browser can run on nearly any architecture. Even applications loaded over the Web can be processor independent if they are written in Java. The Internet, which has already created major markets for 32-bit embedded processors in routers and other network Mountain View, Calif., 1996) infrastructure elements, could be a significant enabler of broader competition in the microprocessor business. Table 4 summarizes the key features of a few of the more than one hundred 32-and 64-bit embedded processors now available. As application demands and the competitive environment have changed, architectures have evolved. Digital's StrongARM is a stunningly fast derivative of the power-miserly but not especially fast ARM architecture. Hitachi's new SuperH series has a wide range of devices, of which the table lists only one. Similarly, Motorola and IBM are each producing numerous PowerPC variations for embedded control applications.
Embedded processors proliferate
Motorola is the champion of embedded processor proliferations, with uncounted 68000 variations. Now it has even modified the base instruction set architecture to produce the RISC-like ColdFire subset. NEC, along with IDT and LSI Logic, is pushing the Mips architecture into embedded applications; Table 4 shows only one of many options. Intel continues to develop its 960 series, which is successful in some markets but shows little sign of progress in the expanding market for low-cost 32-bit processors. (The PC market is a formidable distraction for Intel.)
As high-performance embedded processors move into consumer electronics, low power consumption becomes as important as low price. In portable applications, the value of low power is obvious: longer battery life or smaller, lighter batteries. Even in nonportable consumer applications, however, low power consumption is important, because it reduces the cost of power supplies and eliminates the need for a fan.
These changes in the embedded market have led to major shifts in market share. As Figure 1 shows, Hitachi's SH series has come from nowhere to lead 32-bit RISC processor shipments on the strength of Sega's video games and other consumer applications. Meanwhile, Intel's more traditional 960 series, once the industry leader, has stagnated. AMD has entirely stopped future development of its 29000 family, once the 960's top competitor.
Customization for embedded applications
As transistor counts in chips selling for under $100 (and eventually under $30) skyrocket to millions-and soon to tens of millions-processors for PCs will continue to use most of these transistors to increase performance. For most embedded applications, however, the demands for everhigher performance just aren't there. Instead, embeddedapplication designers would like to reduce system costs by integrating more functions on the same chip with the microprocessor. The logical end point of this evolution is a complete system on a chip. Technology is reaching a point where chips can integrate even significant amounts of memory. For example, eliminating half the DRAM array from a 64-Mbit DRAM still leaves 4 Mbytes of memory and room for millions of logic transistors.
As embedded microprocessors evolve toward systems on a chip, they inevitably become more specialized. Different applications have different needs for memory, peripheral controllers, and interfaces to the external world. The desire for highly integrated system chips is increasing the demand for buildingblock microprocessors that can function as parts of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Many of the leading microprocessor vendors are not major ASIC suppliers, however, nor are they set up to customize chips for every customer. Indeed, eliminating the need to do so was a key benefit of the microprocessor in the first place. LSI Logic is one company that has pioneered the design of ASICs with microprocessor cores. Many other companies, including Texas Instruments, IBM Microelectronics, VLSI Technology, and NEC, are also aggressively developing this technology. Not only must these companies have a range of microprocessor cores available, but they must provide a variety of other complex building blocks, such as MPEG decoders and graphics engines, as well as the software tools to design, debug, verify, and test the chips. In the future embedded-processor market, these factors may be more important than the processor cores themselves.
IEEE Micro
In this world of core-based ASICs, some microprocessor cores are becoming near commodities. Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) in the UK has licensed its core designs widely, and many companies offer ARM cores as part of their ASIC libraries. Mips has also licensed its cores widely, though not as widely as ARM, and Sparc cores have a few licensees. Table 5 shows CPU architectures that companies have licensed to chip and equipment makers for embedded applications. Motorola continues to keep most of its cores proprietary and is gradually allowing more and more customer involvement in the design process.
Packaging is another key area that needs improvement. As designers put more functions on a chip, the chips need more input/output pins. Today's common plastic quad flat packs offer a cost per pin around 2 cents, but can't provide pin counts much beyond 200. High-pin-count pin grid arrays typically have costs around 10 cents per pin-leading to a $50 package for a 500-pin device. New packaging technologies, such as plastic ball grid arrays and various chip-scale packages, promise high-pin-count packages with costs approaching a penny per
